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Abstract. We examine the existence of Bose-Einstein condensation in a perturbed meanfield
model of a Bose gas in which the interaction is given by a Gaussian kernel. We find that: for
negative values of the chemical potential p. there is never condensation; there is a pò L> 0 such that
for p £ (0, po there is condensation for all temperatures below a critical temperature Tc(p); there

is a ßo > 2po such that for p (E (po, ßo) at sufficiently low temperatures, there is no condensation.

§.1 Introduction

The Hamiltonian for a system of bosons interacting through a pair potential
(j>(x — x') can be written as

H T + U

where T is the kinetic energy operator and U is the potential energy operator,

[7 1/ j (t>(x - x')tP"(x)tp''(x')^(x)tP(x)dxdx'

where ip(x) and ip*(x) satisfy the canonical commutation relations. For particles in
a cube A of volume V with periodic boundary conditions, the Hamiltonian can be
written in terms of momentum space operators using

ip(x) hY.ake'kX and v(k)= f <P(x)e-ikzdx :

V
k

Ja
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and

^ wEEE v(<iK+qat--qa*'ai<2V
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#(iV2 -iV) + ^^»fa k')nknk.
/V ZV

k k'*k

+^YrYl Yr "(9)aî+ï0ï'-«a*'°*
it k' 3*0

where n* a*kak and N Y^k n*- The ^* *erin in the righthand side is generally
believed to be of less importance at low densities. The remaining terms are diagonal
in the occupation numbers {«*} and models utilizing these terms have been studied
by many authors ([1, 2] for example).

It is convenient to distinguish four models:

UMF ^N2, a>0;

UHYL uMF+a{N2_^nlh2V
IE

uPMF ïv^^v{k -*>*"*'
k k'

VFD uPMF + JL{N2_Yjnl}.

This paper is one in a series in which we study these models using the techniques of
Varadhan's Large Deviation Theory. The first of these models, the meanfield model,
has been studied exhaustively; the first rigorous treatment was given by Davies [3].
It was studied in [13] for a more general class of kinetic energy operators and in the
present framework in [4, 5, 6]. The first rigorous treatment of the second model, the
Huang-Yang-Luttinger model [2], was given in [6, 7] as part of the present programme.
The fourth model, the full diagonal model, is the subject of a subsequent paper [8].
The third model, the perturbed meanfield model, was studied in [4]; in this paper we
expressed the pressure as the infimum of a functional on the space of measures. Our
aim in the present paper is to study the variational problem in some examples and to
relate it to the existence of Bose-Einstein condensation.

The main object of our study is the variational problem for the Gaussian kernel

v(k,k') v0e-6"k-k'U2, (1.1)

where vo and S are positive constants. This comes, of course, from a Gaussian pair-
interaction in configuration space. We proceed by comparision with simpler kernels;
v can be written in the form

v(k,k') voe-Wk"2+"k'^e26kk'. (1.2)

First we consider the kernel in which e26k'k is replaced by 1:

Vl(k,k') voe-6^2+^2\ (1.3)
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This has the great advantage that it is separable. Next we consider finite sums of
separable kernels:

v2(k, k') Uoe-*(«*H2+l|i'l|2)(l + axk ¦ k'), (1.4)

v3(k, k') l,oe-ê(ll*ll2+ll*'H2)(i + aik ¦ k' + a2(k ¦ k')2). (1.5)

Our final result for the Gaussian kernel (Theorem 8) can be summarized as follows:
for negative values of the chemical potential p there is never condensation; there is

a po(6) > 0 such that for p G (0, po(S)) there is condensation for all temperatures
below a critical temperature Tc(p); there is a ßo(S) > 2po(6) such that for p €

(po(6),ßo(S)), at sufficiently low temperatures, there is no condensation.
The paper is organized as follows:
in §2 we derive the variational expression for the pressure along the lines of [5]

but making modifications necessary to accomodate kernels which are functions on
momentum space;

in §3 we study the simplifications that arise when the model has spherical
symmetry proving that in this case there exists a unique minimizing measure m* for the
variational problem, m* is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure
apart from a possible atom at zero momentum and the amount of condensate is equal
to the weight of the atom;

in §4 we study the model with the Gaussian kernel (1.1) and make some remarks
about other kernels.

§2. Large Deviation results and a variational expression for the pressure.

As in [5] we consider the occupation numbers as random variables rather than
as operators. The probability space on which we define our random variables is the
countable set Cl of terminating sequences of non-negative integers; an element u> of Q.

is a sequence {w(j) € N : j 1,2,...} satisfying Xfai fai) < °°- The basic random
variables are the occupation numbers {gj : j 1,2,...}; they are the evaluation maps
aj : Q. —» N defined by &j(u) u(j) for each u> in Çl. The total number of particles
in the configuration u> is defined by

iVH 5>,H. (2.1)

;>i

Let Ai,A2,... be a sequence of regions in R and denote the volume of A; by Vi;
we assume that V; —> oo as / —> oo. We associate with the region A; the free-gas
Hamiltonian Hi given by

fli(«) £e(*'0'))*i(ùO> (2.2)
J>i

where e : R —> R is a continuous positive map having bounded level sets and satisfying
the condition inf nd e(k) 0, and fc;(l), ki(2)... is a sequence in R

The Hamiltonian, Hi, of the perturbed mean-field model considered in this paper
given by

£,(«) Hi(u>) + -L E v(k,(j),k,(j'))aj(u;)ajr(u;). (2.3)
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The free-gas pressure, pi(p), is defined for p < 0 by

eßv,P,(,i) _ y^ eß{nN(u)-H(w)} (2.4)
wen

it is given in terms of ki(j) by

Pi(p)= [ p(p\k)u,(dk), (2.5)
JRä

where vi is the measure on R defined by

v,(A) (V,)-1i{j:k,(j)eA) (2.6)

and p(p\k) is the partial pressure given by

p(p\k) ß-1 ln (l - e^-<k^
_1

(2.7)

The pressure p\(p) in the perturbed mean-field model is given by

Mr0=4m£e^<«>-"'<<*». (2.8)
P ' wen

Proceeding as in [5] we shall rewrite it eis an integral over E, the space of bounded

positive measures on R equipped with the narrow topology. First we need some
definitions:

the free-gas canonical measure is defined for a < 0 by

PfM ei9{«Af(w)-H,(w)-Vipi(a)}. (2.9)

the occupation measure Li is defined for each Borei subset A of R and u; in ft,
by

L,[W;i| i^^)«W)1[4 (2.10)
' i>i

for each u> in U, Li\u; •] is an element of E. For each m E E define

(m,Vm)= j j v(k,k')m(dk)m(dk') (2.11)
J JRdxRd

and put

G»{m] p\\m\\-±(m,Vm), (2.12)

where

HI / m(dk). (2.13)
Jn

We let Kf be the probability measure induced on E by Li :

Kf~Pfo.tr1; (2.14)
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and rewrite (2.8) as

p,00 -p,(a)+ — ln / e^G""WKf[dm]
pVi Je

(2.15)

We impose conditions on {ki(j•)} to ensure the existence of the limit p(ot) limi_,oo pi(a)
and that the large deviation principle holds for the induced measures.

(Tl) There exists a measure i/onR such that, for ß > 0,

j e~ßfWu(dk) < oo
JR"

(2.16)

and the sequence {e~^e^ui(dk)} converges to e~/3e^k^u(dk) in the narrow topology.
(T2) v is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure with a density
which is strictly positive almost everywhere.

The condition (Tl) implies that p(ot) limp/(a) exists for a < 0 and is given by

p(a) / p(a\k)v(dk).
JR"

(2.17)

In the case in which e(ki(j)), j 1,2,... are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian
with periodic boundary conditions on the cube of side Vj condition (Tl) is eas-

ily checked: here e(k) \\k\\2, k,(j) -%jn(j), n(j) G Zd, and A- £.->, c"*«*'«» -»

/od c~Pe(ki .Ai.y, ; it follows that for each bounded continuous function / on R we

have
I I

d
/(it)e-^e(*V((rfik) - /

d
f(k)e-^k)V(dk)

{}¦¦ ll*i(;)ll<H}
f(k)e~ßl(k)

dk

{keR":\\k\\<R} (2ir)d
lv E f{Hi))*-ß'(k,m - iv' ,.^,,^D} J{

Fix il such that the second term in the righthand side is less than |e for all / and

then the first term can be made less than |e by choosing / sufficiently large since on
a compact set the Riemann sum converges to the integral.

Theorem 1. Suppose that (Tl) and (T2) hold; then, for each a < 0 the sequence of
probability measures {Kf} satisfies the large deviation principle with constants {ßVi}
and rate function I" : E —? [0, oo] given by

where

la{m] f[m}+p(a) - a\\m\\

dm
f[m] f e(k)m(dk) - /T1 /

JR" JRRfal^*>M^

(2.18)

(2.19)
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and
s(x) (l + x)\n(l+x)-x\nx (x > 0). (2.20)

The proof of this theorem is exactly parallel with that of Theorem 3 of [5] and we
shall omit it.

Next we use Varadhan's theorem to establish a variational expression for the
pressure as in [5]. To include the special potentials mentioned in the introduction we
make the following assumptions on v.
(P) v : R xR —> R is a bounded, continuous, positive definite function; there exists

a continuous, strictly positive, symmetric function v0 : R x R —> R such that for all
me E,

(m, Vm) > (m, V0m)

where (m, V0m) J J^^d v0(k, k')m(dk)m(dk').
The form of Varadhan's theorem given in [5] cannot be applied here since clearly

C~a is not bounded above; we use the following version which is also used in [9]:

Varadhan's Theorem [10]. Let {K;} be a sequence of Radon probability measures
on a regular Hausdorff space E satisfying the large deviation principle with rate
function I and constants {a;}. Suppose G : E —> R is continuous and satisfies

lim limsup —ln / ea,GMKi{dx] -oo (2.21)
A-oo ,_„„ ai J {xeE:G(x)>A}

Then

lim — ln / ea'a(z)K,[dx] sup{G(x) - I(x)} (2.22)
I—oo a/ JE xeE

To verify that the function C_a satisfies the hypothesis of Varadhan's theorem,
we note that the continuity of G follows as in Lemma 4.1 in [5] by replacing the
Laplace transform by the Fourier transform; to check (2.21) is more troublesome and
we do it in the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose C is a non-empty compact subset ofR ; then there is a
constant 6(C) > 0 such that for all m G E, we have

G"H^2é)+^(cc)-
Proof : Let 6(C) inf {v0(k, Jt') : (k, Jt') G C x C}; we have for m G M\(C), the
space of bounded positive measures on C, that

(m,V0m)>6(C)||m||2
and since C x C is compact 6(C) > 0. We now split up the measures m G E into two
parts: m m' + m" where m' m\c and m" m|c<=. Since (m,Vm) > (m,V0m)
for all m G E we have

G"[m]<p\\m\\-^(m,V0m)

p\\m'\\+p\\m"\\ - \(m',V0m') - i<m",V0m") - (m',V0m")

<p||m'||+|i||m"||-i(m',V0m'>

< HKII - \b(C)\\m'\\2 + p\\m"\\ < fa^ + H|m"||.
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D

Lemma 2.2. The functional C a[ ¦ ] satisfies (2.21) with respect to the measures
Kf.
Proof: To prove (2.21) it is sufficient to prove that for > 1,

limsup —ln / eCa,G(l)K,(dx) < oo (2.23)
i—oo o-i Je

We see this as follows: If £ > 1

- ln / e°'G^K,(dx) < - In / e««'°<«)-«-1)"^>K,(«fa)
°l J{xEE:G(x)>A] al Je

-(C- 1)A+ -In / eCo,G(l)K,(da).
ai 7e;

If (2.23) is satisfied then the last term is bounded and thus (2.21) holds.

Let 7 > max (2p — a,0) and let C {k : k G R e(k) < 7}. C is compact and
therefore by Lemma 2.1

G""a[ml-^6T^ + (^"a)m(cc)-

Thus

f e2ßv,G»-° HK«[dm] < e/*^v, / e3W(„-«)m(c<)Kr[dm] (2_24)

We can compute explicitly the integral in the righthand side of (2.24):

j ew(HoKfM E exp 12<^ - «) E *>w 1 P?M
E ^en I {MMi))>"d J

exp |/?V, /" (pi(2p - a\k) - p,(a\k))u,(dk)\

Therefore

limsup -^-In / e2<?v-'g""°WKf[dm] < ^~^ + / p(2j/ - a\k)u(dk) < 00
/^00 PW JE 6(G) yc«

since e(Jc) > 2p — a on the complement of C. Thus we have proved 2.23 with Ç 2.

D

We are now ready to give a variational formula for the perturbed mean-field
model on which the rest of this work is based. This follows by applying Varadhan's
theorem to C*~a[m], using the preceding lemma.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that (Tl) and (T2) hold and that the potential v satisfies
(P); then the pressure p(p) limj—oo pi(p) exists for the perturbed mean-field model
determined by (2.3), and is given by

p(p) -inî£'l[m]

where
£"[m] I"[m] - G^-^m] - p(a)

1 (2-25)
/M + 2(m'Vm) ~ Hlmll>

and f[m] is the free energy functional for free bosons given by (2.19).

Remark The results so far hold also if instead of assuming that (P) holds we suppose
that v satisfies:
(P') v : R X R —> R is a continuous, positive, strictly positive definite function.

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is modified as follows: Since C is compact the unit
sphere in Ad+(C), the space of bounded positive measures on C, is compact in the

narrow topology. Because m i—> (m, Vm) is continuous and (m, Vm) > 0 for m/0,

inf{(m,Vm) : m G M\(C), \\m\\ 1} > 0.

Thus there is a constant 6(C) > 0 such that

(m, Vm) > 6(C)||m||2 for all m G M\(C).

§3. Existence, uniqueness and spherical symmetry of the minimizer.

We shall begin by proving that the minimizer m* of ^[m] defined in (2.25)
exists and satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations. Next we assume that the model
has rotational symmetry; in that case we can reformulate the problem in terms of
measures on [0, oo) and obtain a formula for the pressure similar to that derived in
[5]. We prove also the uniqueness of the minimizing measure.

The proof of existence is more complex than in [5] because we do not have a
bound of the form a||m||2 for C [m]; however we can use the weaker bound of Lemma
2.1.

Lemma 3.1. Let e infm££; £'1[m]; then there exists m* in E such that Sß[m*] e.

Proof: Since f[0] 0 we have e < 0 and it follows that there exists a sequence
{mn} in E such that e < ^[m,,] < 0 and limn-.oof [mn] e. Recall that £M[m]
can be expressed in the form (see Theorem 2):

£"[m] /"[m] - ff"°H - P(a).

Since Ie* is lower semi-continuous and C_a is continuous, £** is lower semi-continuous;
therefore it is sufficient to prove that {m„} has a convergent subsequence. Because
£ß [mn] < 0, we have

/a[mn]<G"-a[mn]+p(a). (3.1)
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As in Lemma 2.2 let 7 > max (2p — a, 0) and let C {k : k G R"*, e(Jt) < 7}; then by
Lemma 2.1 and the inequality (3.1) it follows that

Ia[mn] < ^fafa^ + (p- a)mn(C<) + p(a) (3.2)

Let IfJm] be the same as /a[m] with ß replaced by |/?, that is

|,H p,ß(a) + jRd(e(k) - a)m(dk) - | j^s (f?w) "(dk), (3.3)7

where

piß(a) --ß |Rd ln(l - e-y«kA"))„(dk).

It is easy to check that infmeE 7?»[m] 0.

Now

l"[m] p(a) - \phß(a) + \ J (e(k) - a)m(dk) + \l\ß[m]

> P(a) - 2Pi/a) + 2^7 ~ "M0"1)-

Combining this inequality with (3.2) we get

l(,-2p + a)mn(C^)<^f + \piß(a).

This means that the sequence {mn(Cc)} is bounded and therefore {/a[T»„]} is bounded
by (3.2); thus the sequence {mn} lies inside a level set of la which, since Ie" is a rate
function, is compact. Hence {mn} contains a convergent subsequence.

D

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the variational formula given in (2.25) are as follows:

/^(m; k) 0 ms - a.e. (3.4a)

L>l(m;k) ß-1s'(p(k)) v-a.e. (3.46)

where
m(dk) ma(dk) + p(k)v(dk)

is the Lebesgue decomposition of m with respect to v and Lf(m; k) is defined by

i"(m;Jt) e(fc) + (Vm)(Jt)-/i (3.5)

with

(Vm)(Jk)= / v(k,k')m(dk')
JR"

The following results can be proved exactly as in [5]; we therefore omit the proof.
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Theorem 3.
a. Let m be a minimizer of £''; then p(k) > 0 a.e. with respect to v.
b. A measure ro in E is a minimizer of£,i if and only if it satisßes the Euler-Lagrange
equations (3.4a, b).
c. ifroi andm.2 are minimizers of £'' then their absolutely continuous parts coincide.
We now study the problem when the model has rotational symmetry; from now on
we shall assume that e, v and v have the following properties:
For each R G 0(d) the group of rotations in R"*,

(Rl) eoR=e,
(R2) v(Rk, Rk') v(k, k') for all k, k1 G Rd,

(R3) v o R'1 v

Lemma 3.2. Suppose (Rl), (R2) and (R3) are satisfied and let m £ E bea minimizer
of£>1; then the absolutely continuous part ofm with respect to v is rotation invariant,
that is poR p for all Re 0(d).

Proof: From (Rl), (R2) and (R3) it easily follows that f"[ro o R'1] £"[ro] for all
m e E and R G 0(d). Thus if ro is a minimizer so is ro o R_1. But we know from
Theorem 3 that the absolutely continuous parts of m o R_1 and ro must coincide.

D

Let E M+[0, oo) the space of positive bounded measures on [0, oo) and for k G R

let p(k) \\k\\. If m e E is rotationally invariant we can express £"[ro] in terms of
mop-1 G E. Let ê be an arbitrary fixed unit vector in R and define è : R+ —* R+ by
t(r) e(rê). If we now assume that is invertible then we can write £[m] in terms
of rô ro o p-1 o ê-1 ro o e-1 G E:

£"[ro] £>H-

where

£"[771]=/ Xm(d\) + hm,Urh) - /T1 / s(p(\))dF(\) - u\\m\\, (3.6)
J[0,oo) 2 J[0,oo)

(rh,Um) f f u(X,\')m(d\)m(d\)
J J[0,oo)x[0,oo)

u(\,\')= f t;(è-1(A)ê,è-1(A')Aê)«(diî)
Jo(d)

dF(\) (voe)-1(d\)

p(\) ~(A) p(r\\)e)
In the remainder of this section we shall assume that ê is invertible. Since è is invertible
and e has compact level sets è must be strictly increasing; therefore e(0) inf e(k) 0
and e(fc) 0 if and only if k 0.

Let Rv denote the subset of R on which the function k' \-* (e(k) — e(Jt'))-1 is locally
ï/-integrable:

Rv jfc g Rd : k'» (e(k) - e(k'))'1 G C)oc(Rd, i/)}

{fc g Rd : A -» (e(k) - A)"1 G C)0C(R+,dF)}
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Lemma 3.3. Let v be such that for any rh G È, A >—> (Urh)(\) is continuously
differentiable; then the singular part ros of a minimizing mesure ro is concentrated
on the set Rv: ms(Rcv) 0.

Proof: For ro G E let ro„ denote the component in the Lebesgue decomposition of ro
which is absolutely continuous with respect to v. Let Q, be the normalized invariant
measure on 0(d) and let

/ moir^dR).
Jo(d)

Since v is positive definite ((ro — ro o R '), V(ro — ro o R 1)) > 0; integrating this
inequality with respect to the measure Q we get (rô", Vrô) < (ro, Vro) and therefore

/ (e(k) - p)m(dk) + hm, vm) - \ f s(P(k))u(dk) < e"[m].
JR" 2 ß Jr*

Now if ro is a minimizer of £" by Lemma 3.2 we have that rô0 (ros)a + ma; therefore

Ap(k) ^-(k) then p(k) > p(k) and since x i-> s(x) is increasing — 4 Jnd s(p(k))v(dk) <

— 4 Jrjd s(p(k))u(dk). This combined with the first inequality gives

£*[m] <£"[ro]

and so m is also a minimizer of £**. Thus from Lemma 3.2 we have ma ma ma.
But then rô ro3 + ma ms + ma and rô rôs + rôa rôs + ma and consequently
rôs rnj. Thus since R„ is rotation invariant ms(Rl) ma(Rcv) and therefore it is

sufficient to prove that m,(Rcv) 0. But since rô minimizes £", rô rô o e-1 G £
minimizes £ given in (3.6). Therefore as in Lemma 5.4 of [5], rôs is concentrated on

Rf {A : A' i—* (A—A')-1 G £}0C(R+,dF)} andsorô", is concentrated on e~1Rf Rv-

D

Theorem 4. Suppose that v satisfies the smoothness condition of Lemma 3.3 and
that for A > 0, F'(\) is continuous and F'(\) > 0; then a minimizer m of £M has the
following properties:

1. if \ i—> j is not locally dF'-integrable at 0 then ro3 0,
2. if ros ¦£ 0 then ms is concentrated at k 0,
3. m is the unique minimizer of £".

Proof: If F'(A) is continuous and F'(A) > 0 for A > 0 then RF C {0} and thus

RvC{k: e(k) 0} {0} so that (2) holds.

If A —> ^ is not locally dF-integrable at 0 then .R„ 0 so that (1) holds. Since

x i-* x2ti(0,0) is strictly convex, ma is unique; but by Theorem 3 we know that p is
unique, therefore m is unique.

D

If the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied the minimizer of £" is rotationally
symmetric since p is symmetric and ros is concentrated at k 0. We can therefore reduce
the problem to one over E:

Theorem 5. Suppose that v and F satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4 then the
pressure p(p) is given by

p(p) — inf ^[rö]
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where £M is given by (3.6).

The minimizer m* G E of £" is unique and obeys the Euler-Lagrange equations:

L^lrh, A] 0 rhs — a.e. (3.7a)

L"[m,X\=ß-is'(p(\)) dF-a.e. (3.76)

where
L"[m,\] X-p + (Um)(\). (3.8)

Conversely if in* satisfies (3.7a) and (3.7b) then rh* is the unique minimizer of è11,

lfm* G E is the unique minimizer of£,i then rh* m* o e

We finally relate the atom in ro* to Bose-Einstein condensation. Following [11]

we define the generalized condensate A(p) by

where

A(p) limA(p;S) (3.9)

A(p;6)=limE'l[Xf] (3.10)

and Xf is the random variable

XÌ(»)=TF E CT» C3'11)

and the expectation E( is with respect to the grand-canonical probability measure on
fi given by

PfM exp {ß[nN(u>) - H,(u>) - V,p,(p)}} (3.12)

Let Kj be the probability measure induced on E by L\:

K^PfoL-1; (3.13)

or more explicitly

kJVro] efi{C'->|-J*)-W(«)lKj-[(|m] (3.14)

The sequence of probability measures {K( } satisfies the large deviation principle with
constants {/?V;} and rate function

ï»[m} £»lm] -p(p). (3-!5)

Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 Z" has a unique minimizer m*. If F is a closed
subset of E not containing ro* and and inf{£"[»71] : m G E} inf{£"[771] : m e F},
then by the argument in Lemma 3.1 the set F must contain a minimizer of £",
contradicting the uniqueness of ro*; thus inff^fro] : ro € E} < inf^^ro] : ro G F}.
Therefore by Theorem 3.6 of [10] if g : E —> R is continuous

L g[m]ki\dm] -> g(m*) (3.16)
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as I —> oo.
In terms of {K, }, A(p) is given by

A(p;6)=lim f (m,lsoe)k^[dm\. (3.17)
<^°° Je

where 1« is the indicator function of the interval [0,6]. m >—> (ro, Is o e) is not continuous

in the narrow topology; however by using (3.16) we get the following bounds for
A(p;S).

sup (m*,t) < A(p;S) < inf (m*,t). (3.18)
uc"(Rd) ticW)

This gives

or equivalently

ro*{it : e(k) < 6} < A(p; i) < ro*{Jt : t(k) < 8}

m*[0,S) < A(p;S) < m*[0,S],

Since rô* is absolutely continuous except at A 0, the two bounds are equal. Therefore

A(p) \imA(p;S) rò*{0} ro*{0}. (3.19)
610

§4. The models

In this section we study the variational problem for the pressure for some special
kernels v(-,-). Throughout §4 we take e(k) a\\k\\2 with a > 0, we assume that v
is rotationally invariant in the sense of (R3) and that for A > 0,F'(A) is continuous
and strictly positive. We see from Theorem 4 that if A i—» \ is not dF - integrable
at 0 then there is no condensation; we therefore concentrate on the cases where there
is a possibility that the model exhibits Bose-Einstein condensation and assume that
A i—> j is dF - integrable at 0. Moreover in the cases that we shall consider the

spherically averaged kernel u(-,-) given in (3.6) is strictly positive. Condensation
requires by (3.7) that (Um)(0) p which is impossible if p < 0; we shall therefore
take p > 0.

Our main objective is to study the variational problem for the Gaussian kernel

v(k,k') voe-6^k-k'r, (4.1)

where vo and 6 are positive constants, v clearly satisfies (P) and (R2) (in fact v is also

strictly positive definite). As discussed in §1 we proceed by comparison with simpler
kernels; we write v in the form

v(k,k') voe-s(^2 + "k'"2h2Skk' (4.2)

and replace e2Skk by by 1, to get

KM') ^oe-*(ll*"2+»*'l|2). (4.3)
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As this kernel is separable, the corresponding operator is of rank one. In this case v
is not strictly positive definite; however it is positive definite and strictly positive so
that it satisfies (P). The spherically averaged kernel corresponding to (4.3) is

u(\,\') uoe-a(XJrX'\ (4.4)

where wo and a are positive constants. Next we consider the approximation

v(k, Jt') „0e-*(ll*l|2+ll*'l|2)(i + 26k • ik'). (4.5)

This is positive definite but not strictly so and also not positive; but it still satisfies (P)
since (ro, Vro) > (ro, Viro) where Vi is given by the kernel in (4.3). The spherically
averaged kernel in this case is the same as for (4.3), that is, it is given by (4.4) and
so the variational problem is the same.

We then consider

v(k,k>) voe-s^2+Wk'^2\l + axk ¦ k' + a2(k • Jt')2). (4.6)

This satisfies (P) by the same argument as above and the corresponding u is given by

«(A, A') Uoe-a(A+A,)(l + 7AA'), (4.7)

where uq, a and 7 are positive constants.
Before embarking on the detailed study of these models we make the following

two remarks. If ro G F is a minimizer of £M then from equation (3.7b) we see, since

F'(\) > 0 and F' is continuous for A > 0, that

A - p + (Um)(X) > 0 a.e for A > 0; (4.8)

but since A h-> A — p + (Um)(X) is continuous we have

X-P + (Um)(X) > 0 for all A G [0, 00), (4.9)

and in particular
(Um)(0) > p (4.10)

If the model exhibits Bose-Einstein condensation that is, ro({0}) ^ 0 then from (3.7a)
we get

(Um)(0)=p. (4.11)

We now proceed with the study of the models mentioned above. We start with those
given by (4.3) and (4.5).

Let g0(X) X-p + pe-aXAAp e (0,a-1], g0(X) > 0 for A > 0. g0(X) ~ X(l-ap)
for small A so that if p G (0, a-1

I'0 eßioW _ 1
dF(X) < 00;

the integral is strictly decreasing in ß, tends to 00 as ß —? 0 and to 0 as ß —> 00. For

p G (0,a-1) let ßc(p) be the unique solution of

r°o -aA
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If^ a-1,<7o(A)~ p2-^- for small A; if A >-* -fa is dF-integrable at 0, then we define

ßc(a~l) as above, otherwise we put ßc(a~l) oo.

Theorem 6. The perturbed meanfield model with interaction given by the kernel
in (4.3) or in (4.5) has the following behaviour:
(a) If p e (0, a-1], the model exhibits Bose-Einstein condensation for ß > ßc(p) and

no condensation for ß < ßc(p). (b) If p > Ì, there is no condensation.

Proof: Let ro G F be the minimizer of £**.
(a) Suppose that p G (0,a_1] and ß > ßc(p). Using (4.10) we get

(Um)(X) e-aX(Um)(0) > pe-aX, (4.13)

and thus

Therefore if there is no condensation

/•oo rea -qA
(Um)(0) Jo uoe-oXp(X)dF(X)<uoj ^go(A) _

-dF(A) < p, (4.15)

which contradicts (4.10), and so there must be condensation.
Now let ß > ßc(p) and suppose there is condensation so that (Um)(0) p. Then

rW ^idbl (4-16)

and consequently

p (Um)(0) > «o J eßgo(x)_1dF(X)>p; (4.17)

contradiction. Hence there is no condensation for ß > ßc(p).
(b) Finally let p > a-1 and again suppose there is condensation so that (4.16) holds.
This contradicts p(X) > 0 since «70(A) < 0 for some values of A if p > a-1.

D

We now turn to the model with the interaction given by (4.7). In this case we are
not able to give the full behaviour of the model but we can describe what happens
for low temperatures. We break up the proof into several lemmas and combine the
results in Theorem 7.

Lemma 4.1 For the model with interaction given by (4.6) with p G (0,2a_1),
p t<= cv-1, there exists ß(p) > 0 such that for all ß > ß(p) there is condensation for
p G (0,a_1) and no condensation for p G (a_1,2o;_1).

Proof: Suppose p G (0, a-1) and let ro G F be the minimizer of £**. Since (Um)(X) >
e~aX(Um)(0) the argument of Theorem 6 applies and we have condensation for ß >
ß(p) ßc(p) ¦
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Let p G (a_1,2a_1) and let

«7(A) ß~1s'(p(X))

x I uoe~aXm(dX)
J[0,oo)

y ju0Xe-aXm(dX)
J[0,oo)

and

We then have

po uoro({0})

^[^mATldF^)+"«" (4-18)

/•oo \e-oi\
v ™]0 7M^ïdF(-x^ <4-19)

and from the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.7b),

g(X) X - p + xe-aX + yXe-aX (4.20)

If there is condensation, then x (Um)(0) p; but then g(0) 0 and, since g(X)
cannot be negative, g'(0) y — ap + 1 > 0 or y > ap — 1. Let

9l(X) X-p + pe-aX + (ap - l)Xe-aX,

<7i(0) 0, g[(0) 0 and

g'{(\) a(2 - ap)e~aX + a2(ap - l)Xe-aX

Thus <7i is convex, increasing and g(X) > 0 for A > 0. We know that g(X) > gi(X)
and so

t°° Ap_QfA

«^W, 7^T^TdFW- (4-21)

Now gx(A) ~ ^-(2a~1 - p) for small A; thus

f°° Xe~aX ,„,,,/ s r^ dF(X) < oo

and is strictly decreasing in ß. Therefore if ß > ß(p) where ß(p) is the solution of

f°° Xe~aX

we get a contradition: y < ap — 1. Hence there is no condensation for p G (o 2a-1)
and ß > ß(p).

D
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Remark If A >-? 1/A2 is dF - integrable at 0, then for p a 'we have condensation
and for p 2a~x we have no condensation for ß sufficiently large. These can be
deduced from the proof of lemma 4.1.

In the presence of condensation we must have x p; let

9l(X;y) X-p + pe-aX + yXe-aX. (4.22)

For p e (a-1,2a-1] we saw that the only constraint on y for this to be positive is

y > ap — 1. For p > 2a_1 let X(p) be the unique positive solution of

e~aX -A2 - aA + 1 (4.23)

and let
y(p) eaX(-")(ap - aX(p) - 1). (4.24)

We have the following bounds for X(p) and y(p):

Lemma 4.2
(a) p-l<X(p)<^p;
(b) y(p) > ap - 1.

Proof:
(a) Let r(A) e~aX - (^X2 - aX + 1); then r(A) > 0 if and only if 0 < A < X(p)

and r(A) < 0 if and only if A > X(p). Now for y > 0 we have \]l + *j- < 1 + ^- and

therefore 1 + ^ + yyjl + ^ <l + y+£ + ^<e»or
1

<0.

Putting y aX+(p) where X+(p) °^~2xp we get r(X+(p)) < 0 so that X+(p) >
X(p). To obtain the lower bound for X(p) we use the inequality

e-*-2-Al>0
2 + y

for y > 0. Letting y aX-(p) where X-(p) p — J we get r(X-(p)) > 0 and
therefore A_(^) < X(p).
(b) We can rewrite the upper bound in (a) in the form:

He)
1

i
ap — 1

Therefore
a
-X(p)2 - aX(p) + 1< 1

qA(m)

ap — 1

-aA(„) ap-1- aHft)
afj. — 1
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Thus

or equivalently

eaXM(ap - 1 - aX(p)) > ap - 1

y(p) > ap - 1

D

We now obtain the range of y consistent with x p and p(X) > 0.

Lemma 4.3 Let gi(X;y) be as in (4.22); then </i(A;y) > 0 for all X > 0 if and only
if y >y(p).

Proof: Let 32(A) gx(X; y(p)); X(p) is defined in such a way that g2(X(p)) 0

and g'2(X(p)) 0. Since g2(0) 0, g'2(0) 1 — ap + y(p) > 0 by Lemma 4.2 and
«72(A) —> 00 as A —? 00, g'2(X) 0 must have two solutions Ai, A2 with 0 < Ai < A2

say; Ai must be a local maximum and A2 a local minimum. But then <72(Ai) > 0

and therefore X(p) A2 so that 32(A) > min (0,g2(X(p)) 0. We thus have that if
y > y(/fa

<7i(A;y)> «72(A) >0 for A > 0.

Conversely if y < y(p), gi(X(p); y) < gi(X(p)) 0

D

For y > y(p),

^l Zs^rT fafaA)eßgi(*;y) _ 1

is strictly decreasing as a function of y; it tends to 00 as y —> y(p) since <72(A(^i)) 0
and tends to 0 as y —» 00. Therefore the equation

»=W0 «»*<*»-i^ (4-25)

has a unique solution yo(p) > y(p)-
To introduce the next lemma we make some heuristic remarks. As ß —* 00 the

integral in (4.25) tends to 0 if y > y(p); thus as ß —* 00, y0(p) —* y(p). As ß —? 00
then the integrand in (4.25) with y yo(T*) must peak around A X(p) and must

behave like ^«5(A - X(p)). But then u0 f°° ^ 7 dF(X) ~ ^A
fuo

v v " Jo eßi^vA»)) - 1
v ' -yX(p)

the latter quantity exceeds p then there is no condensation since this contradicts
(4.18); if it is less than p, then x p, y yo(p) is a solution of (4.18) and (4.19)
with po > 0 and therefore there is condensation for large ß.

Lemma 4.4 As ß —* 00, yo(p) —> y(p) and

If

Uol e^(A;voM)_idJ?(A)

Proof: Given e choose ß0 such that

y(p)
7AOO'

/•00 Xe~aX

U°y0 eßoSA»;yM+0-ldF{X)<yM + '
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/•oo Xe~~aX
yo(n) «°lJo eß9,(X;yM) _ XdFW

and suppose yo(p) > y(p) + «• Then for ß > ßo we have

-Rr,.(\.

/•oo ^e-aA
<Uo1 j0 e^AKy(,)+e)_xdF^)

< y(p) + £< yo(p).

Since this is a contradiction we must have yo(p) < y(p) + e f°r all ß > ßo-

It is clear that for any 8 > 0

f e~aX
lim / -z—rr—T^-T dF(X) 0

and

lim / fl ,V „ dF(A) 0;
/»-~y(AW-«,Mrt+«)« c/»»«(*i»»(")) - 1

thus we have

/•oo e-cA rMrì+6 e-<*xdF(X)
lim inf u0 / —3—rr—rn -dJYA) > liminf u0 / -3—rr—r-r; r^^00 y0 e^si(X;yo<.f)) _ 1

v '- £_«, JXM_S e^A^yAf)) - 1

> v vo(^) _ yQO

-A«7(AM + *) 7(A(p) + *)

and
/•00 e-QA y( \

Since <5 is arbitrary, we have proved the lemma.

D

Lemma 4.5 Let f(p) f^ For p > 2a_1 there is /3(p) > 0 such that for ß > ß(p)
there is condensation for f(p) < fp and there is no condensation for f(p) > yp.

Proof: Suppose first f(p) > -yp and suppose there is a sequence ßn increasing to 00
such that for ß ßn there is condensation; for n sufficiently large, by Lemma 4.4,

/•00 e-a*
UOl eß^(X;yM)_ldFW>^

This contradicts (4.18) and therefore there is no condensation for ß large enough.
On the otherhand, if f(p) < yp, for ß sufficiently large

f"o /
Jo eßg,(A;j/o(/i)) _ 1

dF(X) < p
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and therefore
x p

y yo(p)

f°° e~aX
Pti ß UUL C/»»i<AiW<lO) -

1219

-dF(X)
Jo c»"->»»«-" - J

is a solution of (4.18) and (4.19).
D

In the preceding lemma we saw that to determine whether there is condensation
we have to compare f(p) with 7p; this is done in the following lemma:

Lemma 4.6 There is a critical value jc such that, for 7 < yc, f(p) > yp for all
p > 2a-1; for 7 > yc there are two values of p, px and p2, 2a~l < p\ < p2, such
that f(p) > 7p if p e (2a-1,p1)li(p2,oo) and f(p) < fp if p G (pi,p2).

Proof: We first check that f(p) is strictly convex by showing that f"(p) > 0 for
p > 2a_1. Using the relation

v(p) AM
p(2 — ap + aX(p))

we find that

ft \ _
e°A(l') qp - »A +1 - a2(p - x(p))2

J W X(p) p(2 -ap + aX(p))

eaX(it)
/"(A) -^{aii[2 -ap + QA(/,)]}-3{a2^2[2aA(p) - 1]

+ap[5 - 4aA(p) - 4a2A(p)2] + 2a3A(p)3 + 5a2A(p)2 - 6}. (4.26)

Since by Lemma 4.2 (a) the denominator in (4.26) is positive, it is sufficient to prove
that the numerator in (4.26) is strictly positive; using (4.23) we eliminate p from the
numerator to write the latter as:

e-«A(M){e-aA(*.) + aX((j,) - l}~2g(aX(p))

where g : (0,00) —> R is defined by

g(x) e2x(x3 - 6x2 + Ylx - 6) + ex(2xi - 5x2 - \2x + 12) + (2x3 + 5x2 - 6).

We can expand g in powers of x:

i(x) Ec"x"'
n=5

where

Cn (n!)_1[2n-3(n3 - 15n2 + 62n - 48) + (2n3 - lln2 - 3n + 12)].

It is easy to check that the cubic polynomial z3 — 15z2 + &2z — 48 is increasing for
2 > 7.08 and takes the value zero at z 8, on the other hand the cubic polynomial
2z3 — llz2 — 3z + 12 is increasing for z > 3.8 and takes the value 30 at z 6. Therfore
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both polynomials are positive for z > 8; thus cn > 0 for n > 8. We also have C5 |,
C6 2Ï' °7 ilo- Therefore c„ > 0 for n > 5 and so g(x) > 0 for all x > 0 and

consequently f"(p) > 0 for ^ > 2a_1. Now as p —» 2a_1, A(p) —> 0 and y(/j) -tlso
that f(p) —» 00. On the other hand if op > 3

2«p-3 (ap)2 -ap 2
ap — aX(p) — 1 > ap 1 > > -ap.

ap — 1 ap 3

Therefore f(p) > A ap and thus f(p) —> 00 exponentially as p —? 00. The lemma

now follows immediately.
D

We now collect the results of the last six lemmas in a theorem giving the low
temperature behaviour of the model. With yc, p\,p2 as in the last lemma we have:

Theorem 7. The perturbed meanfield model with interaction given by the kernel in
(4.6) has the following low temperature behaviour:
(a) If 7 < 7c, then for each p > 0, p ^ a-1, p ^ 2a~x there is a ß(p) > 0 such that
for ß > ß(p) the model exhibits condensation for p < a-1 and no condensation for

p > a-1, p / 2a_1.
(b) If 7 > 7C, then for each p > 0, p / a-1, p 7*= 2a_1, p ^ px, p ^ p2 there is a

ß(ß) > 0 such that if ß > ß(p) there is condensation for p € (0,a_1) U (pi,p2) and

no condensation for p G (<*-1,^i) U (p2,oo), p ^ 2a_1.

Proof: For p G (0,2a_1 the result follows from Lemma 4.1. For p > 2a_1 we obtain
the result by combining Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.

D

We finally come to the Gaussian kernel (4.1). The spherically averaged kernel
corresponding to (4.1) is

u(A,A') Moe-"'^')Sinh2a^7. (4.27)

We are not able to give the full low temperature behaviour in this case; we can deal

only with the range of chemical potential p < ßo where po > (1 + |\/IÖ)q:_1 is

determined in the following manner: For A > 0 let

g(X) A - p + e-aX

g(0) 0, g'(0) 0 and

p + (ap-l)X + — (ap-l)2X2

g"(X) ——{2(3 + 4ap - 2a2p2) + 2a(ap - 1)(6 - ap)X + 3a2(ap - 1)2A2}.
10p

Thus for 1 < ap < 1 + jvlO, g is convex, increasing and g(X) > 0 if A > 0.

Therfore there is a maximal interval (a-1, ßo) with ßo > (1 + ^y/W)a~1 such that
for p e (a~1,ß0), g(X) > 0 if A > 0.

The methods used in Theorem 8 are those of Theorem 6 and Lemma 4.1.
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Theorem 8. For the perturbed meanfield model with interaction kernel given by
(4.1) the following holds: If p G (0,po)> P ^ a_1, then there exists ß(p) > 0 such
that if ß > ß(p) the model exhibits Bose-Einstein condensation for p < a-1 and no
condensation for p > a-1.

Proof: Let ro G F be the minimizer of £**. Since u(X, A') > u0e~a<-x+x^ we have

(Um)(X) > e-aX(Um)(0) and therefore for p G (0,a_1) we can argue as in Theorem
6 to show that there is no condensation for ß > ß(p) ßc(p)-

For p > a-1, we use the argument in Lemma 4.1 with a slight improvement. Let

«7(A) ß-1s'(p(X)) X-p + (Um)(X);

if there is condensation (Um)(0) p and so y(0) 0. Now y'(0) 1 — ap + y where

2

à J[0,o°)

thus y > ap — 1. We also have the inequality

•no.
y -a~u0 I Xe aXm(dX);

u(X,X')>u0e-a(x+x"> 1 + ^AA' + ^A2A'2
o 15

so that

where

g(X)>X-p + e-aX[p + yX + zX2]

2a4
Z Un

15 / X2e-aXm(dX).

Using the Schwarz inequality we have

y2 ^u2 I f Xe-aXm(dX) J

9 \J[0,oo)

< \a*ul / A2e-"Aro(dA)
9 Vfao.oo)

10

Yzp;

therefore z > |^- and thus

[0,oo)
e-aAro(dA)

g(X) > X - p + e~ v + yx + Lylx2
10 p

>S(A).

Since g(0) 0, y'(0) 0 and for p G (a_1,p0), §W > 0 if A > 0, the rest of the
proof is the same as in Lemma 4.1.

D

The behaviour of the models discussed above is in marked contrast with the
meanfield model of a Bose-gas; in the latter u is a constant equal to vo say. Let pc(ß)
be the free Bose-gas critical density at inverse temperature ß, that is

P^) l°°-J^îdF(^ (4.28)
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and for p > 0 let ßc(p) be the unique value of ß such that p — vopc(ß)- We have proved
[4, 5] that for ß > ßc(p) the meanfield model exhibits Bose-Einstein condensation
while for ß < ßc(p) it does not. We find that a similar behaviour occurs also for the
perturbed meanfield models with v given by

v(k,k') voe-s"W2-"k'^ (4.29)

and
KJt,Jt') Uoe-6(ll*l|2-"*'l|2fa (4.30)

In the case of (4.29) the variational problem can be solved completely by exploiting

the fact that u(X, A') uoe-alA_A I is the kernel of the inverse of I — -r—r- — a I.

This is done in [12] The other model with interaction given by (4.30) can be dealt
with very simply by extending the idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1; we end with a
theorem which gives the low temperature behaviour of this model.

Theorem 9. If in the perturbed meanfield model the interaction is given by (4.30),
then for all p > 0 there exists ß(p) such that for ß > ß(p) there is Bose-Einstein
condensation.

Proof: The spherically averaged kernel is

u(A,A') u0e-a(A-A')2; (4.31)

clearly for A, A' > 0, «(A, A') > uoe_a^A +A ' and therefore if ro G F is the minimizer
of £" then (Um)(X) > e-aX'(Um)(0) > e~aX2p. If as before we let

«7(A) ß~1s'(p(X)) X-p + (Um)(X)

we have g(X) > X — p + pe~aX Now there exists po > 0 such that if p < po then
X — p + pe~aX > 0 for A > 0. Then for p < po, by the usual argument, we must have
condensation for ß sufficiently large.

If p > po let Ao be the smallest value of A greater than 0 for which

X-p + pe-ax2 =0 ;

then X — p + pe
aX > 0 for 0 < A < A0 and therefore

/•Ao/2 e-aX2
lim «o / -rm—rdF(A) 0.

Suppose there is a sequence ßn increasing to infinity such that for ß ß„ there is no
condensation. Choose no such that for n > no

/•A„/2 -„a2 x

then
/•oo „-aA2 \

o/2
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It follows that

/•oo a(A2+A'2)

(^m)(A)>U°/A0/2e2aAA^^T"F(V)
/-oo p-c<A'2

>u^xx°e~aX L^u^ridF^
>e-a(A-lA„)2eIttA2fa M

Thus for Ag(|A0,A0),

j,(A) > A - p + e-a<AfaA°>2e*aA^ - ^)
>1-XB-p + (p-^)=^>0;

consequently
/•Ao g-"*2

lim U0 / -t-vt-t—-dF(A) 0.

We repeat the argument and choose nx such that for n > n\

/•Ao P-aX2 \
«»/ ^(Ârri^)<f 0

which implies that

/•oo -aA2 \
>/A ^(Â)3I^)>^-T 0"0

/Ao

and, as above,

For A G (Ao,2A0)

and so

(<7ro)(A) > e-(A-Ao)eaAo(p - ^).

ff(A)>A-^ + e-"(A-Ao)VAo(/,-^)

>Ao-p + (7,-^)=^>0
/•2Ao e-oA'

lim «o / -3—TTi—rdF(X) 0.
n^oo yo e^n9(A) _ J v y

Choose JV such that 2WA0 > 2p; then by repeating the argument N times we have

But

1
lim «o / s^-rr,—rdF(X) 0.

n^°° Jo el3" AX) _ i w

Jroo
e-<xX2 r°°'

-T-TTT -dF(A) < lim °
- / e~aX dF(X) 0,

eßng(X) _ i v > n_¥aoeßnß_i J v ;
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and therefore limn_oo(î7ro)(0) 0 contradicting (£7ro)(0) > p. It follows that there
exists ß(p) such that, for ß > ß(p), there is condensation.

D
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